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Submitted by Chief Editor on May 5th 2020
What happens if somebody on H1B loses job while in AOS ( interview done)? Can he/she be
without job for an extended period of time? Does the status change to AOS automatically?
Have you seen a rejection in I-485J that?s filed after change of employment under a SOC
code that?s not same as earlier SOC code but Job Description is similar? What happens if I485J is denied? Does USCIS allow a new I-485J to be filed?
ANSWER:

Watch the Video on this FAQ:
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Video Transcript

All you have to do is file a Supplement J with a new job offer. In the meantime, if you are not
working and staying at home that?s fine because adjustment of status 180 days brings you to a point where you don't have to
FAQ in detail...
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Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Green Card:
Adjustment of Status [3]
Form I-485 [4]
Immigration Law :
Covid - Coronavirus [5]
FAQ Transcript:

Note: This is a verbatim transcript of the referenced audio/video media delivered as
oral communication, and, therefore, may not conform to written grammatical or
syntactical form.
Unless the context shows otherwise, all answers here were provided by Rajiv [6]
and were compiled and reported by our editorial team from comments and blog on
immigration.com [7]
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